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Abstract
A variety of results connecting latin squares and graphs of di+erent types, are known. In this
paper a new relationship is given through the derivation of AG(2,4), the a ne plane of order 4,
from the 3-colored, triangle-free K16 constructed by Greenwood and Gleason in the proof that
the classic Ramsey number R(3; 3; 3) = 17. In the derivation each line of this a ne plane is
de3ned by a set of 4 vertices of the K16, which are mutually connected by edges of three colors
so that each color de3nes one of three 1-factor of that K4. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A variety of relationships have been established between certain special graphs and
latin squares. For example, any latin square of order n is equivalent to a 1-factorization
of a Kn;n, the complete bipartite graph in which both sets of vertices contains n mem-
bers. Further, those latin squares possessing an orthogonal mate, are exactly those in
which the edges of the associated Kn;n can be colored with n colors so that each
1-factor contains an edge of each color and each vertex has an edge of each color
incident on it.
Another relationship equates the number of latin squares of order n with a 3xed
3rst row to the number of 1-factorizations of
→
Kn, the complete directed graph with
loops on n vertices. If loops are not permitted in the directed graphs, the number of
1-factorizations gives the number of reduced latin squares.
Still other relationships connect the existence of special latin squares, known as
row-complete squares in which every ordered pair of distinct symbols occurs in adjacent
positions in some row, to the decomposition of complete graphs into disjoint Hamilton
paths and circuits.
Geometric or Bruck nets, derived from sets of mutually orthogonal latin squares,
have a natural association with graphs that belong to a highly structured class known
as strongly regular.
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In yet another connection Linder et al. [5] showed that with latin squares as vertices
and orthogonality between squares as edges, any 3nite graph is isomorphic to a graph
derived from a set of orthogonal latin squares.
Both DCenes and Keedwell [1, Chapter 9] and Laywine and Mullen [4, Chapter 7]
gives surveys of interactions between latin squares and graphs.
In this paper, we give a new connection between graphs and latin squares in which
a graph arising in classical Ramsey theory is shown to give the a ne plane of
order 4.
2. A triangle-free 3-colored K16
Greenwood and Gleason [2] proved that the classical Ramsey number R(3; 3; 3)=17.
The main component of this proof was to provide a 3-coloring of a K16 that contained
no monochromatic triangles by identifying each vertex with a unique element of F16,
the 3eld of 16 elements. To avoid monochromatic triangles the color of any edge was
determined by the di+erence between the 3eld elements associated with its two incident
vertices. Any such di+erence is either a cubic residue of F∗16, the multiplicative group
of the non-zero 3eld elements x; x2; : : : ; x15 = 1, or belongs to one of two cosets, and
one of the three colors is assigned accordingly to the edge. In the group F∗16 no two
cubic residues sum to a cubic residue, and no two members of one coset add to a
member of the same coset, so that no triangle can have all three edges the same color.
Using the fact that the largest triangle-free 2-colored complete graph would have at
most 5 vertices whose edges would form two monochromatic 5-cycles, Stanton and
KalbHeisch [6] observed that any 3-colored triangle-free K16 would have the con3gu-
ration of Fig. 1. They then showed that the con3guration could be completed in two
ways, one of which corresponded to Greenwood and Gleason’s solution.
Next Laywine and Mayberry [3] gave an alternate construction for the two coloring
schemes found by Stanton and KalbHeisch. While the basic strategy of Stanton and
KalbHeisch completes the con3guration of Fig. 1 consisting of a single vertex of degree
5 in each of 3 colors, together with three 2-colored triangle-free K5’s, that of Laywine
and Mayberry uses four 1-factored K4’s. In each K4 the edges are colored using all
three available colors so that the two edges belonging to a 1-factor are the same color.
The three colors will be identi3ed as 1; , and + 1, the elements of F∗4 . Throughout
this paper we use the term 1-factored K4 to refer to a K4 whose six edges are colored
in this manner. As will be shown these four K4’s will be identi3ed with a class of
parallel lines in the a ne plane AG(2,4).
Suppose the vertices of one such 1-factored K4 are to be joined to the vertices of
a second 1-factored K4 by edges of color 1 and  so that no monochromatic triangle
occurs in the resulting K8. Fig. 2 shows 8 of the 16 connecting edges in one possible
scheme. The missing connecting 8 edges are just a reHection of the given 8. It is not
di cult to see that the only other possible set of 16 such edges of colors 1 and 
satisfying the given conditions is obtained by interchanging colors 1 and  in the 16
edges given explicitly or implied in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Necessary con3guration for a triangle-free 3-colored K16.
Fig. 2. A triangle-free joining of 2 K4’s.
Now, consider a supergraph in which each supervertex represents a 1-factored K4
and the superedges represent the 16 connecting edges colored as in Fig. 2. In this
case, the color of the superedge is de3ned to be the color not present in the 16 edges
joining the two K4’s. For example, the 3-colored K8 of Fig. 2 will be interpreted as a
supergraph with 2 supervertices joined by a superedge of color + 1.
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The 3rst result shows how to construct a supergraph with four supervertices so that
the K16 derived from it will have no monochromatic triangles.
Theorem 1. If a 3-colored K16 is derived from a supergraph with 4 supervertices;
each having one superedge of each of three colors incident on it; then that K16 will
contain no monochromatic triangles.
Proof. Consider any three vertices in the K16. If all three lie in a single 1-factored
K4 (i.e. in the same supervertex) they cannot form a monochromatic triangle. If two
vertices are in one 1-factored K4 and the third in a second K4, Fig. 2 shows that no
monochromatic triangle exists. If each lies in a di+erent K4 the three supervertices
corresponding to the three K4’s are joined by superedges of all 3 colors. But the color
of the superedge comes from the missing color in the 16 edges connecting 2K4’s, so
that each color is missing on at least 1 edge connecting any 3 vertices situated in
distinct K4’s.
Suppose two 1-factored K4’s have vertex-sets a; b; c; d and a′; b′; c′; c′, such that
matching edges are the same color (e.g. the edge joining vertices a and b is the same
color as that joining a′ and b′). As indicated earlier, if these K4’s are interpreted as
supervertices, there are exactly two ways to join them by a superedge of color i where
i ∈ F∗4 . In one case edges aa′; bb′; cc′; dd′ have color i and in the other color −1i.
We will describe the coloring as positive if corresponding vertices of the two K4’s are
joined by edges of color i, and negative if by edges of color −1i.
Fig. 3 shows the three color-preserving automorphisms of a 1-factored K4 together
with the orientation of a superedge of color +1. Each of these involves an interchange
of two pairs of vertices, and each will reverse the sign of superedges of two of the three
possible colors incident on the a+ected K4 or supervertex. It follows that the parity
of the number of positive or negative superedges is not dependent on the arbitrary
labelling of the vertices within a given K4, and any such 3-colored triangle-free K16 is
isomorphic to either one with all six superedges having a positive orientation or one
with 3ve superedges having a negative orientation.
The positive coloring corresponds to coloring found by Greenwood and Gleason
using F16, the 3eld of 16 elements. It is this coloring which we will interpret so as
to give AG(2,4). The negative coloring corresponds to the second solution found by a
computer search by Stanton and KalbHeisch.
3. Derivation of AG(2,4)
The next theorem gives the connection between the positively oriented triangle free
3-colored K16 and AG(2,4), the a ne plane of order 4.
Theorem 2. With classes of 1-factored K4’s taken as the classes of parallel lines;
a 3-colored triangle-free K16 derived from a supergraph with 4 supervertices and
positively oriented superedges; gives AG(2; 4); the a2ne plane of order 4.
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Fig. 3. Color-preserving automorphisms and superedge orientation.
Proof. Given 16 vertices, label these (x; y) where x ∈ F4 and y ∈ F4. Then make
the edge joining vertices V1 = (x1; y1) and V2 = (x2; y2) color y2 − y1 if x1 = x2. This
scheme produces a 3-colored 1-factoring of each set of four vertices with a common
x coordinate. It is natural to view this partition of the 16 vertices into 4 sets of 4 as
the row class of 4 lines which we identify as Class 0.
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Any two vertices belonging to di+erent 1-factored K4’s of Class 0 will have distinct
x coordinates. Let the superedge joining their respective K4’s, or supervertices, have
color x2− x1 giving a supergraph whose four supervertices and six colored superedges
are isomorphic to a 1-factored K4. If these colored superedges are now given a positive
orientation the color of an edge joining any two vertices V1 =(x1; y1) and V2 =(x2; y2)
is 3xed.




y1 + x2 − x1
V1 and V2 are joined by an edge of color (x2 − x1) for x1 = x2.
If, on the other hand,
y2 =
{
y1 + (x2 − x1) or
y1 + −1(x2 − x1)
V1 and V2 are joined by an edge of color −1(x2 − x1) when x1 = x2.
These four cases generate the remaining 4 parallel classes, each consisting of four
1-factored K4’s that partition the 16 vertices. In all cases any two 1-factored K4’s
from di+erent classes intersect at exactly 1 vertex, and any two of the 16 vertices are
together in exactly one 1-factored K4 so that the classes of 1-factored K4’s exactly give
the classes of AG(2,4), the a ne plane of order 4.
The classes identi3ed in the proof of Theorem 2 have obvious interpretations. In
the case where y2 = y1 the 16 vertices separate into four blocks of 4 given by
(0; yi); (1; yi); (; yi); ( + 1; yi); i = 1; 2; 3; 4. Any two edges which collectively are
incident on all four vertices of any such block carry the same color so that the 4 blocks
each form a 1-factored K4. Clearly this class identi3es with the column class, or Class
∞, of AG(2,4).
The relation y2 = y1 + x2 − x1 partitions the 16 vertices into 4 sets of 4 which
correspond to the 4 parallel lines in AG(2,4) with slope 1. In the K16, the edges
joining four vertices corresponding to one of these lines, form a 1-factored K4.
Similarly the relations y2 = y1 + (x2− x1) and y1 + −1(x2− x1) give, respectively,
the classes of parallel lines with slopes  and −1 = +1. Alternatively, the last three
classes are equivalent to the 3 MOLS of order 4.
A K16 has 120 edges. If these edges are colored using 3 colors in a manner consistent
with Theorem 2, the 120 edges can be partitioned into 20 sets of 6 edges where each
such set connects 4 vertices in all possible ways and no 2 edges incident on the same
vertex are the same color. Each such set of 6 edges corresponds to a line in the a ne
plane AG(2,4). If 2 such sets do not have a vertex in common they de3ne parallel
lines.
As pointed out, the case in which the supergraph has a negative orientation, gives
the second triangle-free 3-colored K16. In this case there is only one partition of the
vertices into 1-factored K4’s, and only 24 of the 120 edges make up these factorizations.
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